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Southwestern Ontario’s Mobility Gap
• The car rules
• Air service cannot do the job regionally

• Rail and bus services have deteriorated
• Regional and intercity transit needs help from senior levels of
government
• Rail, bus and transit don’t interconnect
• Few alternatives to the car today

Decades of decline in SWO public transportation

GO

Just build more highways!
But……..

• MTO advises no space to add
lane capacity in GTHA

• 1kg of new concrete = 1kg CO2
• Induced demand effect = only
short-term improvement in
highway journey time
• Increased highway congestion
in GTHA is rapidly migrating
westward

Blackberry predicts fully self-driving
cars will not be commercially available
until 2035 or 2040.

• Growing public resistance to
new highway projects
• Declining reliability

Canadian highway expenditures and taxpayer subsidy
Transition to electric
vehicles, lower fuel
taxes and provincial
driver fees (2018
budget) will drive total
road user revenues
down and increase the
highway per/km
taxpayer subsidy
Road pricing a solution or
political suicide?

Source: C.D. Howe Institute

Current and
future issues for
business in SWO:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation costs
Labour mobility/regional employment imbalance
Skills shortages/attracting talent
The mobile workplace
Youth apathy towards driving
Travel affordability and connectivity
Limited or no mobility options
Change in the nature of work
Highway congestion costs and hazards
Weather
Innovation, growth and productivity barriers
Urbanisation and transportation discord
Risks of climate change, pollution and health
effects
• Regional, national and international competition

Ontario Chamber
of Commerce
supports a 3-pillar
approach:
1. Transit planning and
governance.

2. Moving goods and
people by rail.
3. Autonomous
vehicles.

The need for evidence as a policy
driver:
• Where do people need to travel to and
from (current and future traffic patterns)?
• How many people and temporal patterns
(peak, off-peak, weekdays, weekends)?
• How much are they really prepared to pay?
• What are the physical barriers (schedules,
accessibility and, “last mile” connectivity)?

• Will the investment catalyze economic
growth and social progress (poverty
reduction, boost equality and improve
health)?

The hazard of politicians

David and I have a
gold –plated $25
billion High-Speed
Rail deal for you.

Scrap those
studies! It’s
subways, subways,
subways for the
GTA.
(At $450m+/km!)

My “Smart Track”
idea works great – on
a paper napkin.

Canada is
buying new
VIA train sets
for the cabinet
to play with.

Fill in those darn
subway tunnels
and let the
municipalities pay
for Metrolinx.
Robarts got it all
wrong!

Effects of government policy
Country/region

Taxation, policy
and outcome

U.S.A

Britain
Canada

Coherent surface
transportation policy
National: None
State: Marginal
Cities: Fair/good
National: Good
Cities: Good ++
Forward thinking…
National: None
Provincial: None

Tax%:GDP
Ratio

Public surface
transportation usability,
overall

33

Marginal/Poor

($0.82)

38
($2.00)

40.6
($1.15)

Major Cities: Political

E.U.

Scandinavia

Regional: Very good
City: Good/excellent.
Forward thinking..
Regional: Good ++
City: Good/excellent.
Forward thinking….

(big country)

Good
(small country)

Marginal/Poor
(big country)

Marginal/Fair

44.6

Good ++

($2.00+)

50 +

Good ++

($2.00+)

Red data are approx. avg. gas price per litre

Energy intensity of different transport modes in 2017
Rail accounts for 8% of the world’s motorised passenger movements and 7% of freight transport, yet uses just 2% of the
world’s transport energy demand

Passenger modes

Freight modes

Modal shift to
rail facilitated
by carbon tax
(stick) or “flex
regs” (carrot)

The left-hand chart shows energy intensity of passenger transport, in tonnes of oil equivalent (toe) per million
passenger km travelled. The right-hand chart shows energy intensity of freight transport, in toe per million tonne km
transported. Source: IEA 2019.

Minister of Transport challenge in SWO
Expanded HSR Environmental Assessment?
Will it qualify and quantify the mobility problem?

?

Or
An evidence-based Master Plan for
SWO?
Cost efficient, robust, best practice,
deliverable, scalable solution?

?

Or
Nothing much

Why don’t we have better transportation policies?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Externalities considered
The environment
Demographics
Funding stability
Regional balance
Perceptions
“Subsidy vs investment”
Better modal integration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of political will
Policy vacuum (fed/prov)
Political optics
Infrastructure ownership
Tax aversion/spending priorities
Political meddling/populism
Public apathy
Beneficial lobbies
Externalities not considered
Inadequate integration

Unbalanced = Detracts from socio/economic
performance

Does the private sector have a role?
Cons

Pros
•
•
•
•
•

Project delivery
Public debt avoidance
Helps program spending prioritizing
Gov’t risk offloading
“Efficiencies?”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Political meddling
Higher financing costs
Private profit/Taxpayer liability
Time horizon
Policy/regulatory changes
Return on capital employed
Contract wording
National interest concerns
Modal integration

Each project requires in-depth scrutiny

Balanced transportation model
Key Drivers

Industry and
business
sustainability

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evidence-based.
Scalable.
Stable funding.
Environmental
considerations.
Productivity
improvement.
Regional bal.
Low net subsidy.
Minimal barriers.
Efficient mobility

Taxpayer
value +
wellness

Better balance = Better socio/economic
performance and shared benefits

Incremental improvement possibilities (quick wins)
Typical regional train
Kitchener-London-Sarnia

• Immediately add 2 more daily VIA trains on
Toronto-Windsor route via Brantford,
Woodstock and London. Incremental
approach reduces risk and controls cost.

• Make the VIA Rail – Union Pearson Express
connection more usable for SWO
passengers.
• Reduce usage barriers (improved ticketing
options for short journeys).
• Improve Woodstock VIA station as a county
and city business and tourism portal.
New VIA long-distance train
Toronto-London-Windsor

What Oxford County is doing.
Draft Transportation Master Plan (2019)
Target (2038) modal share

Current (2018) modal share

What Chambers of Commerce can do.
• Endorse OCC “Moving Forward” report.
• Work with other chambers.
• Support Transportation Master Plan approach.
• Engage with federal and provincial politicians.

• Work with municipalities.
• Consult with advocacy.
• Understand what global competitors are doing.
• Consider climate-change issues.
• Advocate for integrated bus/train solutions.

Freight intermodal – needs a business case
• Offers an opportunity to reduce freight costs, avoid
highway congestion and mitigate driver shortages.
• Confluence of 400 series highways, CN and CP
tracks through Woodstock and London.
• Woodstock offers a good intermodal hub location
with available properties and rail spurs on industrial
lands.
• Major growth and sustainability driver.

but….
•
•
•
•
•

Cheaper for CN and CP to truck containers to/from Milton intermodal yard (problematic expansion plans)
Woodstock would need to study land-use and environmental issues
Investment required by logistics operator with local industrial and municipal support
Does not fit current CN and CP operating philosophy
No existing government transportation policy for freight intermodal (currently market-driven)

